
THE VOYAGE OF THE SS PACIFICA 
 By The Pacifica Poet 
  
Many, many years in the past, 
A white sail furled about a mast. 
  
Rigged to travel a couple miles 
A ship to nearby Farallone Isles. 
  
For you see, back in that day 
Those islands weren't so far away. 
  
Or rather, Pacifica was much more near 
When measured from its nearby pier. 
  
Financial trouble had struck again; 
A vexing problem for the councilmen 
  
Who confronted this every single year, 
A threadbare budget quite austere. 
  
But, ho! A solution was at hand. 
This ship would travel to that land 
  
To put the flag of Pacifica down 
And claim that isle for this fair town. 
  
“Wait!” Cried those who would protect 
Those pure lands from avarice unchecked. 



  
They were justified in their fear 
That what was truly at play here 
  
Was a mad, blind scramble for revenue 
Without thinking the whole scheme through. 

Cries ignored, the ship set sail 
And landed there without travail. 
  
Birds and seals of every kind, 
Hundreds of species all combined, 
  
Welcomed our explorers new, 
A thoughtless and shortsighted crew 
  
Who failed to see the beauty there 
But instead saw granite cliffs where 
  
Houses placed in stacks would go 
And thus gold into city coffers flow. 
  
“Wait!” Cried the greener types 
Who didn't believe unfounded hype 
  
To which many had now succumbed: 
If you build it they will come! 
  
“If you engage in this endeavor 
That isle will be destroyed forever. 



  
A piece of heaven will be lost; 
Surely it’s not worth the cost?” 
  
All in vain, and shouted down, 
They were mocked and beaten, run out of town. 
  
Giving these men full clear reign 
To arms themselves with trucks and cranes 
  
And make an enemy of the isles’ great heights 
Leveling them all with much delight. 
  
Oh, sweet Farallones, once crowned with life, 
Now you bristle with condos rife. 
  
The scarps and cliffs, all now flat 
And overlaid with asphalt matte. 
  
City leaders gathered and connived 
To greet new investors as they arrived. 
  
They waited… and waited… and waited still. 
And waited another six months until 
  
A councilman had a thought and clucked: 
“Why, all the commuters, they must be stuck!” 
  
Yes, yes, that must be it! 



The ocean was far too narrow for all to fit. 
  
Our ship-borne saviors have turned back. 
Not enough room for their ships to tack. 
  
This foolish notion propelled them onward 
As a committee formed and conferred 
  
In secret as always--what else was new. 
If you’re a hammer, life’s a nail to you. 
  
And so slipped by on consent motion, 
Pacifica would begin to widen the ocean. 
  
It’s width right then? Only a mile or two. 
So it was dredged, dug wider, and grew. 
  

The city looked on its new ocean with pride; 
At minimum width,  ten-miles wide. 

  
In what had been a calm, narrow space 
Between Pacifica and that island place 
  
Was now a giant, yawning divide 
Where thousands of ships could fit side-by-side. 
  
Now once again the leaders gathered 
At the shore where the waves battered 
  



To pump all the hands and slap all the backs 
Of the new residents (and to collect all their tax) 
  
Which would take the budget out of the red. 
And yet, there was… something… something unsaid. 
  
It niggled and naggled and jangled the nerves 
(Often while looking at the dwindling reserves). 
  
What would happen… who could they blame 
If they built all this crap, but nobody came? 
  
Or, one last question to end this verse. 
Something even much, much worse; 
  
What if we built on every square inch of land? 
Built on the hills, the water, the sand. 
  
Built on the buildings and on top of those, too. 
Built every building we knew how to do. 
  
Filled them to bursting with people galore, 
Five car garages with five garage doors. 
  
Bribed the right people and rewrote the codes. 
Chopped down the trees and expanded the roads. 
  
What, if, at the end of the day, 
None of our problems went away?	  


